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CORRESPONDENCE CLOCKHOURS

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Print out the class.

2. Read the class material.

3. At the end of the material there is a quiz (all the answers are in the

material that you have read).

4. Answer the questions.

5. Return to me the Quiz, evaluation and a check for the class payable to

CLOCKHOURS BY ANGIE, or complete your credit/debit card information

on the sheet provided

6. Upon receipt, I will email you a certificate.

Disclaimer: I try very hard to have the latest known information on a subject in

these classes, but, the real estate industry is forever changing with new updates

all the time. The class materials are not to be used for legal advice. In our State,

some items are handled different in the different regions. If you have any

concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 509-216-3220 or at

clockhoursbyangie@gmail.com
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COURSE OBJECTIVE:

The students of this class will be able to understand the many variables involved in a

mobile home transaction. Unlike stick built homes, there are many different types of

rules and regulations to comply with. They will have a better understanding of the red

flags to look out for in order to have a successful transaction.

With the knowledge, they will gain from this material; the students will recognize the

steps required whether it is a mobile home on a rented lot or on land. They will have a

better understanding of the steps and documents required for eliminations.
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CURRICULUM

Session/Hours Topics Method of instruction

15 minutes
What is it? Read material/discussion

30 minutes
Definitions
Transfer/ Elimination?

Read material/discussion

30 minutes
Deceased owners, moving a
mobile, unusual circumstances

Read material/discussion

30 minutes
Labor & Industries and other
inspections

Read material/discussion

15 minutes
Decertification, flow charts Read material/discussion

45 minutes
NWMLS forms, DOL forms, DOR
forms, LPO forms

Read material/discussion

15 minutes Fees and agency information Read material/discussion
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WHAT IS IT?

Everything has to start from something and the

mobile home evolved from a very rich history. The original

mobile home dates as far back as the early 1500’s.

Horse-drawn carriages carried the people selling their

wares from town to town. From that lifestyle came very

elaborate designs and beautiful wood carvings.

Fast forward to a brand-new country and new people

coming to that country finding a better way of life, some

succeeded, some didn’t. The first “movable” home in the US

was on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. When the tide

went up a team of horses would move the home to a safer

location on the beach.

Add the invention of the automobile in the early 1900’s and you have what we today

consider a true mobile home. People found that in order to support their family they had to be

able to move wherever the work was. The hybrid home and auto probably some man’s way of

solving his biggest problem: how to move his wife and kids comfortably and without them

fussing the whole drive and still be able to make a living selling his trades. It was a genius’s way

of solving the problem.
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The next wave of mobile home inventions and designs came from pull-trailers used for

camping. A man that didn’t want to camp in a tent came up with a way to pull a cart with his

car. The cart’s roof was raised up once it

was at camp and they would sleep in it.

By the mid 1940’s the trailer that the

cars could pull averaged 8 feet wide and

20 feet long. It could sleep several but

had no bathroom. Later that decade the

length went to over 30 feet long and

bathrooms were installed. By this time

the men who had fought in WWI were

coming home in masses and cheap

housing was a necessity. Mobile homes

were a great fit for many and the industry

continued to evolve and flourish.

The designs were ever changing and improving year after year. Some mobile homes

even had 2 stories like the one above.

They were made with every attention to detail. You could choose your color schemes,

layout and appliances. From the single wide evolved the double wide and now there is a triple

wide.

In 1976 the US Congress passed the National Mobile Home Construction and Safety Act

(42 U.S.C.). This was necessary to hold the industry to a high standard and to ensure that

everything they put in the mobile home was safe. In 1980 Congress, due to pressure from the

industry itself, changed the name mobile home to manufactured housing on the bill. They

seemed to want to update the image of

the industry, and “manufactured home”

evokes a higher class of product.

There is very little difference in

the two though. One is made without

regard to the site the home will

eventually sit on and is completely built

in a factory and the other takes the site

into consideration, waiting until it gets

there to put the home together.
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DEFINITIONS

1. MOTOR HOME: a large motor vehicle equipped as living quarters. A type of vehicle

that people can live and sleep in when they are traveling. Also known as a recreational

vehicle

2. TRAILER: A nonmotorized vehicle designed to be pulled behind a motor vehicle. A

furnished vehicle drawn by a truck or automobile and used when parked as a dwelling

or office.

3. MODULAR HOME: A modular home is constructed of pre-made parts and unit

modules. A complete kitchen and bath may be pre-set in the house. Wall panels,

trusses, and other pre-fabricated house parts are transported on a flatbed trust from

the factory to the building site. You may even see an entire half-house moving along

the highway. At the building site, these house sections are lifted onto the foundation

where they are permanently anchored. Unlike manufactured homes, modular homes

must conform to the building codes for the locations where they are erected. Some

housing subdivisions prohibit modular homes.

4. MANUFACTURED HOME: A manufactured home is one that is constructed almost

entirely in a factory. The house is placed on a steel chassis (a supporting frame) and

transported to the building site. The wheels can be removed but the chassis stays in

place. A manufactured home can come in many different sizes and shapes. It may be a

simple one-story “mobile home”, or it can be so large and complex that you might not

guess that it was constructed off site. Local building codes do not apply to

manufactured homes; instead, these houses are built according to specialized guidelines

(Federal HUD regulations in the United States) for manufactured housing.

Manufactured homes are not permitted in some communities.

FUN FACT:

The first known use of a recreational

vehicle was in 1966!
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TYPE OF MANUFACTURED HOME TRANSACTIONS:

Determine if the new legal owner (lender) requires the title to the manufactured home be

eliminated. Be sure to contact the new legal owner for all of their requirements. These should

be obtained in writing. Then, determine if the manufactured home is:

1. Previously owned personal property on leased land (does not qualify for elimination)

2. Previously owned including the land

3. New manufactured home, never been titled by the State.

The following are some definitions that you will need to know when working with mobile

homes transactions.

REGISTERED OWNER: The registered owner is the individual who owns the manufactured

home. When the title is transferred, the buyer becomes the registered owner.

LEGAL OWNER: The legal owner is the individual or company that holds the title to the

manufactured home – for example, in the case where a loan has been given, the lender is

shown as the legal owner until the debt is paid in full.
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MANUFACTURED UNIT ON LEASED LAND (PARK)

Like the previous two pages mentioned, the seller will need to provide the original of the

Mobile Home Title, or a copy if there is a Legal Owner (Lender) of which the closer will need to

obtain a payoff and verify the Lender has the original mobile home. If the seller cannot locate

the title, the steps previously discussed will be triggered to try to find out who the last record

owner of the mobile home was.

Since the unit is in a park, the seller should obtain a written statement from the park

management company as to what the space rent is and what is included in the rental payment

as far as utilities or other services. If there is an approval process that the buyer must undergo

for the park management in order to be approved as a new tenant, the seller should obtain the

contact information for the selling agent and it should be disclosed in the purchase and sale

agreement. The closer will need confirmation of this approval prior to proceeding with the

closing. The park may require a deposit from the new tenant. Typically, the closer will pro-rate

the rent for the month at closing.

Seller financing on a unit in a park is different than on land. The closer will prepare and

Promissory note and Security Agreement and the debt will be further secured with the title to

the mobile home. The seller will be listed as the “Legal Owner” and the buyer is the

“Registered Owner”. The Security Agreement outlines the details of the transaction.
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MANUFACTUED HOME TITLE TRANSFER

(No Elimination) on Owned Real Property

Many of the steps to process manufactured home title transfers on owned real estate are the

same as the process for doing an elimination of title.

If the Legal Owner is a lender, the seller will need to give the closer the name and address of

the company and loan number, as well sign a form allowing the closer to obtain a payoff. The

closer will need the social security number from the seller in order to obtain this payoff. When

the closer submits the payoff check to the lender they will also request that the lender send the

original signed off title to the closer. In order to accommodate this request, your seller in the

transaction will sign a letter of instruction to the lender that enables them to send the

document directly to the closing office.

If the transaction calls for seller financing, the purchaser would sign a promissory note and

deed of trust to the seller. The seller, as the lender would become the “Legal Owner” on the

mobile home title and the buyer would become the “Registered Owner”.

In the event the title is not being eliminated, the title insurance policy will be based only on the

value of the land and not on the mobile home. The buyers and sellers must determine this

value and give them to the closer in writing.
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MANUFACTURED HOME TITLE ELIMINATION

1. Previously owned

If the manufactured home is previously owned you will need to obtain the Certificate of

Title from the seller or have the seller obtain a copy from the legal owner (lender). If a

copy cannot be located you can determine who the legal/registered owner is by

completing the form VEHICLE RECORD REQUEST – SEE HAND OUT # 1 and send to

Department of Licensing with $2.00 and they will determine the last owner of record.

You can request the form on the website http://www.dol.wa.gov/forms/224003.pdf

Next, determine if the Manufactured Home Building Permit process has been

completed. The easiest way to find out is to contact the building permit office. Give

them the real property tax parcel number of the land the manufactured home is being

attached to and they will give you the status of the permit. Make sure to ask the

building department if the permit was finalized and if they will sign off on elimination.

Be sure to find out what they will charge to sign off the permit so this amount can be

collected at closing. If the permit has not been signed off as “final” the owner may be

required to pay a fee to reactivate the permit to get it completed prior to closing.

Sometimes the permit cannot be found by this process. If the home has been on the

property for a long period of time, it might not have had the proper permits or the

county might not have their records in order. Looking at the septic records may help

you find the correct information. The manner in which records are kept in your area will

help to determine the best approach. Sometimes your county or city will sign off due to

the length of time the home has been located on the property with the proper

documentation (i.e. valuation records, copies of deeds, etc.) The owner may have to

get involved with the municipality to make sure the correct steps are taken. The

transaction cannot close until the permit process can be completed.

Check the status of the real property taxes and the personal property taxes. Both real

property and personal property taxes must be paid in full for the year that you will be

transferring the Manufactured Home Title.
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2. New construction

A dealership will work closely with you on this type of transaction, hopefully! But a

good agent will always know the steps that need to be covered in case the dealership

does not take control and it ends up being completed between the closer and the agent.

The process for permit (described in 1 above) approval must still be completed. The

dealer should provide the closer with a Manufacturer’s Statement of Origin (MSO). The

dealer may owe monies to the “Flooring Company”. Flooring Company is the Dealer’s

lender. That company may hold the titles (MSOs), as they have loaned the dealer the

funds to put the units on their sales lot. The closer will find out how much is owed and

obtain a written payoff and further determine how the title (MSO) will be delivered to

escrow. The title (MSO) will be required to be sent in with the paperwork to the

Department of Licensing, in order that the Department of Licensing can create an actual

title to be eliminated. This work will be done all in one step; It does not ne4ed to be

sent to the Department of Licensing before closing. When completing the actual

Elimination form, the Dealer must sign the form as they are attesting to having paid the

appropriate sales tax on the unit.

The Title Elimination form will need to be completed and signed by all parties prior to

closing. This will be the new Registered Owner, the new Legal Owner, the dealer (if

new) and the Building Permit office. (The building department may charge to sign off on

the permit).
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LISTING APPOINTMENT CHECK LIST FOR MOBILE HOMES

MOBILE ON LEASED LOT:

 Does seller have original mobile home title? Escrow will need the original

 Is there a lienholder on it? Escrow will need payoff information AND borrower’s

authorization

 Did seller have an L&I inspection when they purchased the property?

 Has seller done any improvements since purchasing the mobile without obtaining a

permit from L&I and an inspection of the work.

 What is the space rental fee?

 Is there a deposit required?

 Has seller advised management they are going to be selling their unit and the new

owner would be applying to lease the lot?

 What is the personal property tax number? Taxes will need to be paid in full for the year

at closing.

 Does seller know where the VIN number is and has it been verified with the

registration? (Agent suggestion: Take a picture of the VIN number and HUD sticker with

your smart phone.)

MOBILE/ LAND SALE NOT ELIMINATED

 Does seller have original mobile home title? Escrow will need the original

 Is there a lienholder on it? Escrow will need payoff information AND borrower’s

authorization

 Did seller have an L&I inspection when they purchased the property?

 Has seller done any improvements since purchasing the mobile without obtaining a

permit from L&I and an inspection of the work

 Does seller know where the VIN number is and has it been verified with the

registration? (Agent suggestion: take a picture of the VIN number and HUD sticker with

your smart phone.)

 Have the real property taxes and the personal property taxes been merged into one.

 Need allocations for land/mobile home in order to prepare two excise tax affidavits
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MOBILE/LAND SALE WITH TITLE TO BE ELIMINATED

 Does seller have original mobile home title?

 Is there a lienholder on it? Escrow will need payoff information AND borrower’s

authorization

 Did seller have an L&I inspection when they purchased the property?

 Has seller done any improvements since purchasing the mobile without obtaining a

permit from L&I and an inspection of the work. If not, the necessary permits need to be

purchased and the inspection.

 Does seller know where the VIN number is and has it been verified with the

registration? (Agent suggestion: Take a picture of the VIN number and HUD sticker with

your smart phone.)

MOBILE/LAND SALE WITH TITLE PREVIOUSLY ELIMINATED

 Did seller have an L&I inspection when they purchased the property?

 Has seller done any improvements since purchasing the mobile without obtaining a

permit from L&I and an inspection of the work? (Agent suggestion: take a picture of

the VIN number and HUD sticker with your smart phone.)

Because title was previously eliminated, escrow will have to do nothing to transfer the

mobile home.
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CAN YOU GET FINANCING FOR A MODULAR

OR MANUFACTURED HOME?

Manufactured homes – These homes are bought at a dealership and moved on a flatbed truck

to the final destination and affixed to the earth with a permanent foundation. The key here is

that the property was already built in its entirety someplace else, then simply moved and

subsequently attached. Another unique way to identify a manufactured home is that it has a

433-form filed with the county signifying the property is on a permanent foundation. These

properties also have HUD tags attached to the home as well further supporting the property is

indeed, manufactured.

It is critical the home is already attached to the earth as real estate. Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac do make conventional loans on manufactured homes that is if you can find a

lender who will do so. More lenders will finance this type of property with an FHA Insured

Loan, as the FHA is much more forgiving in their underwriting standards and the lender has far

less buy-back risk (a situation where a new loan goes bad and the originating lender is forced to

buy-back the bad loan for a steep loss). FHA Loans pack in more insurance against lending risk,

making the FHA a far more likely financing vehicle for manufactured home transactions.

FHA Manufactured Home requirements:

1. Property cannot be in a flood zone

2. The home structure cannot have been previously moved.

3. The structure must have been built after 1976.

4. Mortgage insurance and impound account for taxes and insurance applies (no matter

what down payment %).

5. FHA will require an engineering certificate which can cost up to $250.00

VA Manufactured Home requirements:

1. The home structure CAN have been previously moved!

2. The structure must have been built after 1976
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Modular/Prefab Homes – Same thing exists wherein the property needs to be transferred to

the buyer with the land and the structure in one transaction. Modular homes are built on site

at the property with permanent foundation and built up. The homes do not have HUD tags, or

other stronger lending conditions the way manufactured homes do. Financing options for

modular homes are the same as single family home options.
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LOCATING THE VEHICAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN)

 Serial Number/VIN Plate

A metal tag riveted to the exterior side of the end wall opposite the hitch (if there is more than

one section to the home, each section would include a tag).

A tag may be located at the lower right of the main entry just outside the door trim.

Serial number /VIN may be stamped on the first cross member of the steel frame at the

tongue/hitch end (the skirting required in most cities and counties of Washington usually covers

this location).

 County Treasurer’s Office

The customer should contact the county treasurer’s office to see if the mobile home VIN is

included on the county tax rolls.

 Certification Label

This should be located on the outside of the home approximately one foot up from the floor and

one foot in from the right side of the end wall opposite the hitch (the back of the mobile home).

The Certification Label contains the manufacturer’s certification, an embossed number, and

possibly a VIN. Use this VIN if found.

If your customer locates a Certification Label with no VIN, Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) may be able to determine if there is a VIN on file with the embossed number. They may

also have data plat information which may contain the VIN (See Locating the VIN- 1976 and

newer which is following this information)

Customers may contact HUD’s Office of Manufactured Housing Program at:

1-202-708-6423

mhs@hud.gov

www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/mhs/mhshome.cfm

 Labor and Industries Tag

This is an aluminum tag on the end wall opposite the hitch (or on older units may be next to the

front or back door), and includes an insignia number with the prefix “MH”.

If your customer finds a Labor and Industries tag with insignia number described in the bullet

above, they may contact the Department of Labor and Industries (LNI) to find out if there is any

VIN information on LNI’s records.
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LOCATING THE VIN – 1976 AND NEWER

To find VIN information for 1976 and newer model year mobile homes look for a HUD “data plate”
inside the home. The data plate is an 8-1/2 by 11-inch sheet of paper that includes:

1. A map of the United States

2. The Vehicle Identification Number

3. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) number

4. Date of Manufacture of the mobile home

The HUD date plate is usually located in one of the following places:

1. On or near the main electrical panel

2. In a cabinet in the utility room

3. In a kitchen cabinet

4. In a bedroom closet

LOCATING THE VIN – 1975 AND OLDER

Because VIN standards varied throughout the U.S., Washington State used the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) standard. The customer may be able to locate this ANSI number, which we
can use as a VIN by checking the following locations:

1. On the tongue or hitch

2. On or near the electrical panel

3. In the enclosure containing the hot water tank

4. In the kitchen sink cabinet

5. The walls of the bedroom closets.
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HERE IS ANOTHER SOURCE FOR GETTING INFORMATION:

INSTITUTE FOR BUILDING TECHNOLOGY AND SAFETY (IBTS)

During a 1996 needs assessment, the National Conference of States on Building Codes and

Standards (NCSBCS), along with the Council of State Governments and the National Governors

Association, identified a lack of resources in the building codes and public safety field. As

federal, state, and local governments downsized, many jurisdictions struggled to efficiently and

cost-effectively enforce building codes.

From this need, the Institute for Building Technology and Safety was born. Established as a

501(c) (3) nonprofit corporation, IBTS was tasked with undertaking contract, grant and

cooperative agreement work on behalf of government entities across the nation.

Their services include:

1. Building Services

2. Natural Disaster Management

3. Energy and Sustainability

4. Management & Consulting Services

5. Manufactured Housing Solutions

6. Quality Assurance & Quality Control

7.

IBTS is the single source for manufactured home data used to identify whether a home was

built according to the HUD Manufactured Home Construction and Safety Standards (HUD code)

and, if so, how it was designed and constructed.

Manufactured home owners or other relevant agencies that need a replacement for missing

HUD labels or Data Plate/Compliance Certificates should contact IBTS, not HUD

Details for manufactured homes build before June 15, 1976 are not available.

http://www.ibts.org

1-703-481-2010
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AND IF ALL ELSE FAILS, HERE IS ANOTHER SOURCE:

WAC 308-56A-210 OWNERSHIP IN DOUBT- BONDED TITLE OR THREE-YEAR REGISTRATION

WITHOUT TITLE

1. What is Ownership in Doubt? Ownership in doubt is when a vehicle owner(s) is unable to

obtain satisfactory evidence of ownership or release of interest as described in WAC308-

056A-265

2. What options are available in an ownership in doubt situation? When in an ownership in

doubt situation, the owner may:

a. Apply for three-year registration without title; or

b. Apply for a bonded title described in RCW46.12.151; or

c. Petition any district or superior court of any county of this state to receive a judgment

awarding ownership of the vehicle. This is required if ownership of the vehicle is contested

after the applicant makes application for ownership in doubt and before the three-year

ownership in doubt period has lapsed.
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INFORMATION & REQUIREMENTS FOR MOBILE HOME

MOVING CERTIFICATE

In order to obtain a moving certificate, you must have the following information:

1. Current owner’s name and mailing address

2. New owner’s name and mailing address

3. Name of moving company (if not on file, will need their address, phone number DOT#,

and insurance information.

4. Address and parcel number where the mobile home is currently located.

5. Address where the mobile home is being moved to and parcel number

6. The title or copy of the title of the mobile home. If the title is not available, a

registration may be accepted. (No exceptions, must have one or the other)

In addition to the information above, all taxes MUST BE PAID IN FULL on the mobile home

and possibly one future tax year depending on where the mobile home is going. You can

verify what needs to be paid with the County Treasurer’s office.
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UNUSUAL OR DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES THAT COULD

AFFECT YOUR TRANSACTION

Marriage or Divorce:

The names of the owners are different than our seller’s names due to marriage or divorce.

Typically, a statement of fact or a Name Update Affidavit can be completed by the

individual and this will be sufficient to clear up a simple name change. However, if there is a

divorce and both parties are in title, escrow will need either a release of interest from one

of the two spouses, or a copy of the decree stating who is to remain in title to the unit.

There are times when the Department of Licensing will require the local courts to complete

the Affidavit of Litigation.

Deceased Owners:

If the estate was or will be Probated one of the following 3 forms is required:

Letters of Testamentary

Letters of Administration

Form K from the County Clerk’s office

If the deceased estate is not probated you will need:

Death certificate: Either an original, certified copy or a photo copy of both the front and

back AND:

If there is Joint Tenants with Rights of Survivorship on the record the survivor assumes

ownership rights.

If there is a Community Property Agreement a photo copy if needed and the surviving

spouse assumes ownership rights. If neither JTWROS or Community property then

Affidavit of Inheritance completed by a surviving relative listing anyone who would have

prior rights and the appropriate releases of interest.

Trust:

Trust – A copy of the trust documents must be submitted to the Department of Licensing

for proof of who is permitted to sign for the trust.
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LABOR AND INDUSTIES INSPECTIONS

In the State of Washington, the Department of Labor and Industries must inspect certain

alterations that are made to a manufactured home unit. This requirement and other governing

the use of manufactured homes within the state are embodied in the Washington State

Administrative Code (WAC 296-150M) In order to do this, the parties will need to:

1. Contact the local L&I field office

2. Apply for an alteration permit and pay the applicable fees

3. Set up an appointment for an inspector to do an inspection of the alteration

4. Purchase an alteration insignia label from L&I, which the inspector will attach to the

manufactured home after the alteration is satisfactorily completed.

L&I reviews and inspects about 10,000 alterations to manufactured homes in Washington

each year. One of the biggest problems L&I inspectors encounter is manufactured/mobile

home owners who don’t get a permit and advice from L&I before altering their home, then

discover they can’t sell their home to anyone else because it’s been altered without L&I

approval.
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In Washington State, it is unlawful to offer for sale any manufactured housing/mobile home that has

been altered without first obtaining a permit, having an inspection performed and getting an insignia

of approval from the Department of Labor & Industries (RCW 43.22.360(1).

That means any change to the original manufactured or mobile home requires an alteration

permit from L & I.

Some examples of alterations include:

 Heat pump/air conditioning installations

 Wood/pellet/gas stove or furnace installations

 Changing from electric to gas appliances

 Electrical or plumbing changes

 Structural changes or additions

Before making any alterations, whoever is actually doing the work needs to contact the

nearest L&I office to obtain an alteration permit.

In Washington, any contractor who performs alteration work must be registered with L & I.

Being registered means they are bonded and insured, which helps protect the consumer.

Manufactured/mobile home buyers should always make sure the home hasn’t been

altered before paying cash or buying on owner contract so that they don’t end up with a

home they can’t sell or rent.
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Perhaps your seller did not have an inspection when they purchased their home, or said they

did do some work and did not get a permit, this would be the perfect time to get an HRI.

HOMEOWNER REQUESTED INSPECTION (HRI)

The HRI from Department of Labor & Industries is designed to identify work that has taken

place but did not receive a permit. In many cases, an HRI is required to satisfy lenders there are

no unpermitted alterations.

When you buy an HRI, you will need to supply basic site information before making the

purchase. An HRI is an inspection only to determine alterations that have taken place without a

permit. Any unpermitted work or corrections the inspector finds will require additional

permitting.

Buy a permit – there are three different ways:

 By mail: download a Permit & Inspection Application. Mail completed form with

your payment to the nearest L&I office.

 Sign up or login to MYL&I: Complete form on-line and make payment

 Go to the nearest L&I office and complete form and make payment

Request the inspection. You can request the inspection online or in person. Your inspector will

call you when scheduling inspections in your area. It takes about 10 days for the HIR to take

place after you’ve made the request. At the inspection, the inspector will let you know if work

was done without a permit; and give you a report letting you know what permits you will need

to be in compliance. Then, if necessary, you will need to buy the required permits and request

the inspection.
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MANUFACTURED OR MOBILE HOMES PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS

If your client is buying a permit for the first time or are unsure which permit to get:

1. Check to see if you need a permit. Simply checking the list of which alterations require

permits could save time and money. You may not need a permit for the type of work

you are doing. Or, you may need a different kind of permit, especially if your project

includes electrical work.

2. Find out about electrical permits. If the electrical work takes place outside the home,

you need an electrical permit. If the electrical work takes place inside your home, you

need a manufactured /mobile home permit.

3. Check plan submittal requirements before you buy a permit. Some alterations require

you to submit plans for approval before you buy a permit.

4. Find out how much a permit and inspections will cost. The next three pages list the

fees.
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HOW TO CONTACT LABOR & INDUSTRIES

www.lni.wa.gov

L&I Offices:

Aberdeen………………………………………………………360-533-8200

Bellevue………………………………………………………..425-990-1400

Bellingham…………………………………………………...360-647-7300

Bremerton…………………………………………………….360-415-4000

Colville…………………………………………………………509-684-7471

East Wenatchee……………………………………………509-886-6500

Everett………………………………………………………….425-290-1300

Kennewick…………………………………………………….509-735-0100

Longview……………………………………………………….360-575-6900

Moses Lake……………………………………………………509-764-6900

Mount Vernon………………………………………………360-416-3000

Port Angeles………………………………………………….360-417-2700

Pullman…………………………………………………………509-334-5296

Seattle…………………………………………………………..206-515-2800

Spokane…………………………………………………… ….509-324-2600

Tacoma…………………………………………………………253-596-3800

Tukwilla…………………………………………………….….206-835-1000

Tumwater…………………………………………………… 360-902-5799

Vancouver……………………………………………………….360-896-2300

Yakima…………………………………………………………….509-454-3700
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AND WHAT ABOUT “TINY HOMES”

Tiny homes are licensed as travel trailers.

Tiny homes can have the title eliminated if the home is over 400 square feet and it meets the

same requirements of a manufactured home for elimination.

As of 9/1/17 in Spokane County there have been 6 eliminated.
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FUN FACTS

 VIN NUMBERS – A manufacturer can use the same VIN number more than once! Yes,

this is true. So hard to believe but I confirmed it with Department of Licensing. That is

why they always ask for the TPO (Title Purpose Only) number, and the make, model and

body so they can compare which mobile home it may be if they get numerous VIN

numbers alike that come up with a search. A Spokane employee from the DOL said he

personally has seen 5 exactly the same on a search done!

 Spokane County Department of Licensing processes between 100-150 mobile home

transfers each month….so they are definitely out there and you need to know about

them.

 As of 9/1/17, there are over 18,600 mobile/manufactured homes in Spokane County.
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#1 MOBILE HOME “HORROR STORY”

This is a story about two brand new manufactured homes that were being placed on two

separate lots in a “community” with title being eliminated with new financing.

Home sale #1

Seller: Brown

Purchaser: Green

Property: 1234 E. First Street, Spokane, Washington to include a 2017 Mobile home with VIN

number 456789101112

Lender: ABC lending

Closed 7/1/17

Narrative: Payoff was obtained on the Mobile home which was identified by the VIN

number. Property was deeded to purchaser and purchaser obtained financing with ABC

Lending and a deed of trust was recorded on the property, to include the mobile home the

title being eliminated. Title was eliminated and everything is recorded and completed per

instructions.

THEN:

Home sale # 2

Seller: Brown (same seller as above)

Purchaser: Smith

Property: 1256 E. First Street, Spokane, Washington to include a 2017 Mobile Home with VIN

number 456789101112

Lender: XYZ lending

Projected closing date 9/30/17
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Narrative: Closer orders payoff based on VIN number with the “flooring company” and was

told that particular mobile home was already paid off by Mr. Brown. Mr. Brown owned the

entire community and therefore had many mobile homes to be sold in this area. After much

research by all the parties, it was discovered that when Mr. Brown called for the VIN number

to give to the agents write up the PSA, he was given the VIN number for the home at 1256 E.

First Street, not 1234 E. First Street as requested.

The closing was completed 7/1/17 had the wrong VIN number so the wrong payoff occurred,

and everything involved had the wrong information. Deed and deed of trust recorded, title

was eliminated and Title insurance was issued. BUT IT WAS ALL WITH THE WRONG VIN

NUMBER.

So, now, the closer has a new purchase and sale with this particular VIN number on it and

goes to order a payoff and is told that it is already paid off. The Brown-Smith closing was to

occur 9/30/17 and the closer received loan documents. Of course, it all has the VIN number

correct, but that VIN number was used on the Brown-Green transaction in July. The lenders

instructions on the Smith purchase instruct to eliminate the title! Well, it was eliminated on

the previous sale with a different parcel number and legal.

So, now the UNWINDING PROCESS MUST BEGIN.

1. First, we need an addendum signed by all parties that the wrong VIN number was on the

original purchase and sale agreement and note what the new one is.

2. Payoff lender needs to be contacted that the wrong payoff was requested in the Green

transaction of which they already delivered the MSO (Manufacturers Statement of

Origin which is needed for the elimination process). Will they involve their attorney to

complete this process, or do they have an authorized person to handle?

3. New lender needs to be contacted as their note and deed of trust refers to the wrong

VIN number so some of their documents will need to be corrected. Will they do this

without involving their attorney? Will they give authorization to the escrow to correct

and re-record? Either way the purchaser (Green) will need to re-sign

4. Green is threatening a lawsuit, so there is another attorney being brought in

5. Title to the mobile home that has been eliminated will have to be re-titled. Both seller

and purchaser will have to sign to UN-eliminate it (if that is even a word, but it is the

best way to describe it) that will take time and documents and trips to Department of

Licensing.

6. Once that is done, then the mobile home with the correct VIN number for Green will

have to be eliminated which would require all parties to sign off again. Thus, the need

for L&I inspection, lender required engineering inspection, signed off by title, purchaser,

seller and auditor, then recorded.
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7. The right payoff will have to be obtained and corrected on the closing statement. Since

the wrong payoff was paid off, will the payoff lender apply that money to the right

account or what?

8. Title Insurance which has been issued will need to be re-opened for the re-recording.

Will lender and purchaser open a claim with Title Company that will involve

underwriters?

9. Purchaser will need to contact their insurance company to correct their policy and remit

corrected copies to purchaser and lender.

10. Will purchaser Smith’s loan discount expire? Will the rate go up? Will they scream

damages?

11. Once this is all done, then the closing Brown to Smith can be completed

Will this all be done in one day – absolutely not – Probably in 30-45 days, if we are lucky

And, who will pay all the fees involved.

Who will be the ringleader in this entire process? Not the closing agents as the closing duties

have already been done. And besides, all the above is beyond the LPO’s scope of practice. I

would think it would need to be done by an attorney.

And, you think you had a bad day…….
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#2 MOBILE HOME “HORROR STORY”

Seller: Estate of John Smith, Jr.

Purchaser: Jones

Property: 1968 Champion Mobile Home on 15 acres of land. Mobile home has not been eliminated

and parties do not wish to eliminate it as their plan is to live there for a couple of years and then build

where the mobile home is.

Sales price $100,000.00 – cash

Closing Date 8/1/17

Narrative:

Closer receives PSA and orders title. Vesting problems on title as this property has been in the family

since 1970. John Smith Sr. was original owner, and then when he died it went to his wife, Mary. Mary is

now deceased. John and Mary had one son, John Smith Jr. who is also deceased. John Smith Jr. has a

wife, Nancy, who is alive and is the next in line to receive the property. No pro-bate was done on any of

the estates. Nancy had to produce three death certificates and 3 lack of pro-bates. Closer worked on

this for quite a while with title. Then, realized she needed to work on the title to the mobile home. She

asked Nancy if she had the original mobile home title. She did not. Nancy has two adult children who

were helping her with this.

It was explained that when “grandpa and grandma” bought this property in 1970 the 1968 mobile home

was on the property. In 1973 a tree fell through the mobile home doing quite a bit of damage. They

repaired the damage, without obtaining permits from L&I. They also, added a couple of additions to this

mobile home, another bedroom, bathroom and deck, with no permits. No VIN numbers could be

obtained as they were either painted over or cut off with the new improvements.

Closer called Department of Licensing to see if they could help. She gave them the address and the

names. They came up with the address that had a 1968 mobile home on it, but not the current sellers

name on it. Without matching up names, they are unable to give out this information as it is NOT public

information.

What could be done? Purchaser knows they intend to move this mobile in a couple of years when they

build their new home, but without a VIN number and the mobile being changed to their name they

would not be able to obtain a “moving certificate”.
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Closer explained to purchaser they could obtain a “bonded title” and then would have clear title in their

name in 3 years if no one came forward. Purchasers went to their attorney to discuss this as they still

felt uncomfortable.

At the eleventh hour, the seller’s daughter comes forward with a box she found of “grandmas” that had

all the original documents in it from the 1970 purchase! In it was the original mobile home title that was

in the name of “grandma” only, not the two of them so that is why it was not confirmed by DOL on the

previous phone call.

Closer calls DOL with the correct name and it matches! Now we have all the information to complete

the transfer to the purchaser.

Selling agent who has been very involved in this transaction and on the phone with escrow many times

has the company attorney draw up a disclosure for the purchaser to sign that talks about how this home

has not had an L&I inspection done at any time from 1970 to present and further understands that there

have been many alterations made without permits and inspections and holds the agents free and

harmless!

SMART AGENT……HE MUST HAVE TAKEN MY MOBILE HOME CLASS!
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NORTHWEST MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE FORMS

NWMLS #21 – Purchase and Sale Agreement – this form is used when the mobile home is being

sold with the land.
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NWMLS#23 Manufactured Home Purchase & Sale Agreement (Home on Leased Land) – this

form is used when the mobile home is being purchased on leased land.
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NWMLS Form 22 MH – Manufactured Home Addendum
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STATE OF WASHINGTON, DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING

MOBILE HOME TITLE FORMS
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Manufactured Home Application:

A manufactured home can either be title as personal property and receive a title, or the home

may be recorded as real property within the county it is located. Use the Manufactured Home

Application to do one of the following:

1. Transfer in location- to transfer a manufactured home as real property and not receive a

title

2. Title Elimination

3. Removal from Real Property
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VEHICLE TITLE APPLICATION:

This form will be used when the mobile home only is being purchased
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Mobile Home Notice Affidavit:

Sellers of mobile home manufactured before 1976, must use this form to notify the buyer that

local jurisdictions may deny a permit to site the mobile home. This may happen if the mobile

home fails to meet either:

 Federal Housing and Urban Development standards or

 Fire and safety inspection by the Department of Labor and Industries
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Mobile/Manufactured Home Sales Report

This form is used when anytime ownership changes (adding an owner, purchase of a Mobile) or

the Mobile is moved (transfer in location). Not required when adding or deleting a legal owner.
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Vehicle/Vessel Bill of Sale:

This form is used to gather necessary information when you sell your vehicle or vessel.

Completing this form does not transfer the title or act as a Report of Sale.
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Repossession Affidavit:

This form is used to repossess a vehicle or vessel.
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Certificate of Fact:

This form is used to make a statement or fact. Some of the common uses are:

1. If there is a typo or a mistake on the application, the closer correct and put a statement

on this form of what was corrected by the closer.

2. If there is a trust involved in the sale, it must cite the following: “I/We_______am

trustee of the____________trust and have the authority under said trust and applicable

Washington laws, to release interest in the name of the trust.”
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Affidavit of Inheritance/Litigation

This form is used if the vehicle was inherited or awarded through litigation.
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Release of Interest/Power of Attorney

Any lienholder with an interest needs to sign this document before a notary in order to release

their lien. It is also used to have purchaser and seller execute to grant a power of attorney to a

party, or to the closer to be used in case needed at time of the transfer documents.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON, DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE FORMS

One of the following forms will be used in the sale of a mobile home. Will it be excise tax based

on the rate (locally 1.78%, 1.58% or 1.28%) or sales tax which varies from 8.7 to 9.0 locally?????

Mobile Home Real Estate Excise Tax Affidavit, when excise tax is due, seller typically pays this

fee
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Use Tax Return, when the mobile home is being moved, the buyer will pay the local Sales

Tax
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WASHINGTON STATE LIMITED PRACTICE BOARD FORM:
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Person Property Security Agreement: This form is used when the mobile home is being

purchased without land, and the seller will be financing the transaction.
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MOBILE HOME FEES

TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP: $46.00 to DOL

(IF IN A PARK) $146.00 to DOL

TITLE ELIMINATION: $71.00 to DOL

(PLUS, RECORDING) $74.00 to Auditor

(Plus collect for VIN inspection) $150.00 to DOL

CERTIFIED COPIES OF TITLE $3.00 to Auditor (1ST page)

ELIMINATION $1.00 each additional page
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TYPICALLY, WHO PAYS FOR WHAT?

SELLERS:

½ closing fee

$100 ½ additional processing fee

$ 40 UCC search if requested for mobile only

Excise, unless mobile is being moved

Title, unless mobile only in park

Commission

PURCHASERS:

$46 transfer of ownership (add $100.00 if in a park)

$71 Title elimination (if being eliminated)

$74 recording of elimination

$150 VIN inspection

$3 certified copy, if being eliminated

½ closing fee

$100 – ½ additional processing fee

Sales tax if mobile is being moved
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MOBILE HOME INFORMATION TO SAVE:

ASSESSORS OFFICE Spokane County Courthouse 477-3698 M-T 8:30-4:00

W. 1116 Broadway 1st floor F 8:30–1:00

AUDITORS OFFICE Spokane County Courthouse 477-2270 M-T 8:30-4:00

W. 1116 Broadway 1st floor F 8:30-1:00

BUILDING PERMITS Public Works Building 477-3675 M-T 7:30-4:00

W. 1026 Broadway 1st floor F 7:30 –12:00

LICENSING OFFICE Spokane County Courthouse 477-2222 M-T 8:30-4:00

W. 1116 Broadway 1st floor F 8:30 – 1:00

TREASURERS OFFICE Spokane County Courthouse 477-4713 M-T 8:30-4:00

W 1116 Broadway 1st floor F 8:30-1:00

LABOR & INDUSTRIES N. 901 Monroe 324-2600 M-F 8-5:00

DEPT OF LICENSING Spokane County Courthouse 477-2222 M-T8:30-4:00

W. 1116 Broadway 1st Floor F8:30-1:00
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Quiz for MOBILE HOMES

1 In 1976 Congress passed the National Mobile Home Construction & Safety Act. True False

2 In 1980 Congress changed the name from mobile home to manufactured home True False

3 A motor home and a trailer have the exact same description. True False

4 A modular home is constructed of pre-made parts on the building site. True False

5 A manufactured home is constructed in a factory. True False

6 There are six different types of mobile home transactions. True False

7 The buyer in this type of transaction will become the Registered Owner. True False

8 The buyer can also be known as the Legal Owner if there is no lender. True False

9 Permits on mobile homes are always easy to find, no matter what the year. True False

10 Personal and Real property taxes must be paid in full for the year of the closing. True False

11 A “MSO” is a Manufacturer’s Statement of Origin. True False

12 The dealership of the manufactured home will deliver the MSO to closing. True False

13 Four different entities must sign off on the Title Elimination form. True False

14 If a unit is in a park, there is not an approval process for the buyer. True False

15 Financing for a manufactured home is offered by all lenders. True False

16 Locating the VIN number can be a difficult process. True False

17 An alteration to a manufactured home, without a permit, can be a problem. True False

18 There is a special P&SA for manufactured homes on a leased lot. True False

19 The closer will collect excise tax from the seller or sales tax from the buyer. True False

20 There is a special excise tax form for mobile homes. True False

I hereby attest that I have read the material and answered the questions.

______________________________________

Signature

________________

Date completed

   True/ False
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Name/ Company: ______________________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________________________________

Phone: (personal) ___________________________________(work)_____________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________________

License Renewal Date: __________________________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________________Date: _____________________________

1. What are 3 things that you learned from this course?

1. ______________________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________________

2. Do you feel the clock hour material was easy to follow? _____________________________________

3. Did the material give you information to help you in your profession? __________________________

4. Will the material help you with future transactions? ________________________________________

5. Why did you choose to take this course? Topic __ Time __ Cost __ Ease __ Other__

6. How long did this class take you to complete? ______________________ (a “clock hour” is 50 minute)

How will you pay for this correspondence class?

_____cash _____check ______debit/credit information needed:

Card number_______________________________Exp date_______

3 digits on back______ zip code of where bill is mailed____________

Mandatory Evaluation for Mobile Homes

Please fill out the following form and return

with your completed clock hour class quiz.
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